In this paper, we introduce the Variational Autoencoder (VAE) to an end-to-end speech synthesis model, to learn the latent representation of speaking styles in an unsupervised manner. The style representation learned through VAE shows good properties such as disentangling, scaling, and combination, which makes it easy for style control. Style transfer can be achieved in this framework by first inferring style representation through the recognition network of VAE, then feeding it into TTS network to guide the style in synthesizing speech. To avoid Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence collapse in training, several techniques are adopted. Finally, the proposed model shows good performance of style control and outperforms Global Style Token (GST) model in ABX preference tests on style transfer.
INTRODUCTION
End-to-end text-to-speech (TTS) models which generate speech directly from characters have made rapid progress in recent years, and achieved very high voice quality [1] [2] [3] . While the single style TTS, usually neutral speaking style, is approaching the extreme quality close to human expert recording [1, 3] , the interests in expressive speech synthesis also keep rising. Recently, there also published many promising works in this topic, such as transferring prosody and speaking style within or cross speakers based on end-toend TTS model [4] [5] [6] .
Deep generative models, such as Variational Autoencoder (VAE) [7] and Generative Adversarial Network (GAN) [8] , are powerful architectures which can learn complicated distribution in an unsupervised manner. Particularly, VAE, which explicitly models latent variables, have become one of the most popular approaches and achieved significant success on text generation [9] , image generation [10, 11] and speech Work done during internship at Microsoft STC Asia generation [12, 13] tasks. VAE has many merits, such as learning disentangled factors, smoothly interpolating or continuously sampling between latent representations which can obtain interpretable homotopies [9] .
Intuitively, in speech generation, the latent state of speaker, such as affect and intent, contributes to the prosody, emotion, or speaking style. For simplicity, we'll hereafter use speaking style to represent these prosody related expressions. The latent state plays a pretty similar role as the latent variable does in VAE. Therefore, in this paper we intend to introduce VAE to Tacotron2 [1] , a state-of-the-art end-to-end speech synthesis model, to learn the latent representation of speaker state in a continuous space, and further to control the speaking style in speech synthesis. To be specific, direct manipulation can be easily imposed on the disentangled latent variable, so as to control the speaking style. On the other hand, with variational inference the latent representation of speaking style can be inferred from a reference audio, which then controls the style of synthesized speech. Style transfer, from reference audio to synthesized speech, is thus achieved. Last but not least, directly sampling on prior of latent distribution can generate a lot of speech with various speaking style, which is very useful for data augmentation. Comprehensive evaluation shows the good performance of this method.
We have become aware of recent work by Akuzawa et al. [12] which combines an autoregressive speech synthesis model with VAE for expressive speech synthesis. The proposed work differs from Akuzawa's as follows: 1) their goal is to synthesize expressive speech, which is achieved by direct sampling from prior of latent distribution at inference stage, while our goal is to control the speaking style of synthesized speech through direct manipulate latent variable or variational inference from a reference audio; 2) the proposed work is on end-to-end TTS model while Akuzawa's not.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces VAE model, our proposed model architecture and tricks for solving KL-divergence collapse problem. Section 3 presents the experimental results. Finally, the paper will be concluded in Section 4.
MODEL
In this section, we first review Variational Autoencoder. We then show the details of our proposed style transfer model.
Variational Autoencoder
Variational Autoencoder was first defined by Kingma et al. [7] which constructs a relationship between unobserved continuous random latent variables z and observed dataset x. The true posterior density p θ (z|x) is intractable, which results in an indifferentiable marginal likelihood p θ (x). To address this, a recognition model q φ (z|x) is introduced as an approximation to the intractable posterior. Following the variational principle, log p θ (x) can be rewritten as shown in equation (1), where L(θ, φ; x) is the variational lower bound to optimize.
(1) Generally, the prior over latent variables p θ (z) is assumed to be centered isotropic multivariate Gaussian N (z; 0, I),
can be calculated in closed form. In practice, µ(x) and σ 2 (x) are learned from observed dataset via neural networks which can be viewed as an encoder. The expectation term in equation (1) plays the role of decoder which decodes latent variables z to reconstruct x. The decoder may produce the expected reconstruction if the output of decoder is averaged over many samples of x and z [14] . In the rest of the paper, −E q φ (z|x) [log p θ (x|z)] is referred to as reconstruction loss and KL[q φ (z|x)||p θ (z)] is referred to as KL loss.
Stochastic inputs can be processed by stochastic gradient descent via backpropagation, but stochastic units within the network cannot be processed by backpropagation. Thus, in practice, "reparameterization trick" is introduced to VAE framework. Sampling z from distribution N (µ, σ 2 I) is decomposed to first sampling ∼ N (0, I) and then computing z = µ + σ , where denotes an element-wise product.
Proposed Model Architecture
In this work, we introduce VAE into end-to-end TTS model and propose a flexible model for style control and style transfer. The whole network consists of two components, as shown in Fig.1: (1) A recognition model or inference network which encodes reference audio into a fixed-length short vector of latent representation (or latent variables z which stand for style representation), and (2) an end-to-end TTS model based on Tacotron 2, which converts the combined encoder states (including latent representations and text encoder states) to generated target sentence with specific style. The input texts are character sequences and the acoustic features are mel-frequency spectrograms. One may use various powerful and complex neural networks for the recognition model. Here, we only adopt a recurrent reference encoder followed by two fully connected layers. We use the same architecture and hyperparameters for reference encoder as Wang et al. [4] which consists of six 2-D convolutional layers followed by a GRU layer. The output, which denotes some embedding of the reference audio, is then passed through two separate fully connected (FC) layers with linear activation function to generate the mean and standard deviation of latent variables z. The prior and approximative posterior are Gaussian distribution mentioned Section 2.1. Then z is derived by reparameterization trick. The encoder which deals with character inputs consists of three 1-D convolutional layers with 5 width and 512 channels followed by a bidirectional [15] LSTM [16] layer using zoneout [17] with probability 0.1. The output text encoder state is simply added by z and then is consumed by a location-sensitive attention network [18] which converts encoded sequence to a fixed-length context vector for each decoder output step. In addition, z should be first passed through a FC layer to make sure the dimension equal to text encoder state before add operation. The attention module and decoder have the same architecture as Tacotron 2 [1] . Then, WaveNet [19] vocoder is utilized to reconstruct waveform.
The total loss of proposed model is shown in equation (2).
Compared with the lower bound in equation (1), the reconstruction loss term is conditioned on both latent variable z and input text t and a stop token loss l stop is added. It is worth mentioning that, after comparing L2-loss with negative log likelihood of Gaussian distribution, we finally choose L2loss of mel spectrograms as reconstruction loss. 
Resolve KL collapse problem
During training, we observe that the KL loss KL[q φ (z|x)||p θ (z)] is always found collapsed before they learned a distinguishable representation, which is a common phenomenon but a crucial issue in training VAE models. In other words, the convergence speed of KL loss far surpasses that of the reconstruction loss and the KL loss quickly drops to nearly zero and never rises again, which means the encoder doesn't work. Thus, KL annealing [9] is introduced to our task to solve this problem. That is, during training, add a variable weight to the KL term. The weight is close to zero at the beginning of training and then gradually increase. In addition, KL loss is taken into account once every K steps. By combining these two tricks, the KL loss keeps nonzero and avoids to collapse.
EXPERIMENTS AND ANALYSIS

experimental setup
An 105-hour audiobook recordings dataset read with various storytelling styles by a single English speaker (Blizzard Challenge 2013) was used in our experiments. The dataset contains 58453 utterances for training and 200 for test. 80dimensional mel spectrograms were extracted with frame shift 12.5 ms and frame length 50 ms. GST model [4] with character inputs was used as our baseline model. The hyperparameters are set according to [4] . As for our proposed model, the dimension of latent variables is 32. The parameter K mentioned in 2.3 is 100 before 15000 training steps and 400 after the threshold. At inference stage, in evaluation of style control, we directly manipulate z without going through the whole recognition model. With regard to evaluation of style transfer, we feed audio clips as reference and go through the recognition model. Both parallel and non-parallel style transfer audios are generated and evaluated 1 . Parallel transfer means the target text information is the same as reference audio's, vice versa. Fig. 3 . Spectrograms generated to demonstrate disentangled factors. The first row exhibits the control of pitch height only by adjusting latent dimension 6 to be -0.9, -0.1, 0.7. The second row shows that the local pitch variation is gradually magnified by increasing the value of dimension 10, which is 0.1, 0.5, 0.9, respectively.
Style control
Interpolation of latent variables
As mentioned in [9] , VAE supports smoothly interpolation and continuous sampling between latent representations, which obtains interpretable homotopies. Thus, we did interpolation operation between two z 2 . One can generate speech with high speaking rate and high-pitch, the other with low speaking rate and low-pitch. The mel spectrograms of generated speech are shown in Fig. 2 . As we can see, both pitch and speaking rate of generated speech gradually decrease along with the interpolating. The result shows that the learnt latent space is continuous in controlling the trend of spectrograms which will further reflect in the change of style.
Disentangled factors
A disentangled representation means that a latent variable completely controls a concept alone and is invariant to changes from other factors [10] . In experiments, we found that several dimensions of z could independently control different style attributes, such as pitch-height, local pitch variation, speaking rate. Fig. 3 shows the alteration of spectrograms by manipulating single dimension while fixing others. Adjusting one of these dimensions, only one attribute of generated speech changes. This shows that, in our model, VAE has the ability of learning disentangled latent factors. Next, we combined two disentangled dimensions to verify the additivity of latent variables. Fig. 4 illustrates the combination results of pitch height and local pitch variation attributes. It shows that the audio generated with combined z inherits the characteristics of both disentangled dimensions. The reference audios are chosen from test set with certain styles. The synthesized audios share the same input text. As we can see in Fig. 5 , the mel spectrograms of generated speech and their reference audio have pattern similarities, such as in pitch-height, pause time, speaking rate and pitch variation.
Style transfer
Subjective test
To subjectively evaluate the performance of style transfer, crowd-sourcing ABX preference tests on parallel and nonparallel transfer were conducted. For parallel transfer, 60 audio clips with their texts are randomly selected from test set. For non-parallel transfer, 60 sentences of text and 60 other reference audio clips are selected to generate speech. The baseline voice is generated from the best GST model we have built. Each case in ABX test is judged by 25 native judgers. The total number of judger is 56 for parallel test and 57 for non-parallel test. The criterion in rating is "which one's speaking style is closer to the reference style" with three choices: (1) 1st is better; (2) 2nd is better; (3) neutral. Fig. 6 shows the ABX results. As we can see, the proposed model outperforms GST model on both parallel and non-parallel style transfer (at p-value < 10 −5 ). It shows that VAE can better model the latent style representations, which results in better style transfer. What's more, the performance of the proposed model on non-parallel transfer is much better than that on parallel transfer, which shows the better generalization capability of the proposed model. Fig. 5 . The first row exhibits the mel spectrograms of three recordings with different styles, while the second row exhibits the synthesised audios referenced on those recordings separately. The synthesised audios have the same text "She went into the shop . It was warm and smelled deliciously." Fig. 6 . ABX test results for parallel and non-parallel transfers.
CONCLUSION
A VAE module is introduced to end-to-end TTS model, to learn the latent representation of speaking style in a continuous space in an unsupervised manner, which then can control the speaking style in synthesized speech. We have demonstrated that the latent space is continuous and explored the disentangled factors in learned latent variables. The proposed model shows good performance in style transfer, which outperforms GST model via ABX test, especially in non-parallel transfer.
Future work will keep focusing on getting better disentangled and interpretable latent representations. In addition, the scope of style transfer research will further extend to multispeakers, instead of single speaker.
